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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN FEDERAL PATENT POLICY

James E. Denny"

I. Introduction

The last two years have been very active for the issues regarding Government

patent policy, Late in the 96th Congress, P.L. 96-517 wag passed establishing

a Government-wide patent policy for small businesses and nonprofit organizations

(Bayh-Dole Bill), and this legislation was implemented through the issuance

of OMB Circular A-124 and individual .Gove r nmen t agency regulation. Also,

the House, Senate, and the Executive Branch considered the bills introduced

by Senator Schmidt (S. 1657) and by Congressman Ertel (H.R. 4564) which

would have established patent policies normally allowing the contractor to

retain title to inventions made under Government contract. There was also

considerable effort in trying to develop a patent section for the Federal

Acquisition Regulation (FAR) amid this legislative activity, as well as

during a time when a new Presidential patent policy was in the midst of

formulation. Work was also in process in trying to develop, for the first

time, a policy on the acquisition of, and ·t he obtaining of rights in,

technical data developed under Government R&D contracts which would satisfy

the needs of both the defense agencies' design, procurement, and utilization

needs, as well as the civilian agencies' need to support research in the

civilian areas.

As I am sure you all are aware by now, a new Presidential Memorandum on

Government Patent Policy was issued on February 18 of this year . I entitled

my remarks "Future Developments in Federal Patent Policy" because what has
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taken place in the last two years is not nearly as significant as the

activity that will be taking place with the implementation of this Presidential

patent policy. The policy itself appears to be, at least at first blush,

re~atively simple and straight forward in that it directs the heads of all

executive departments and agencies to follow the policy of P.L. 96-517,

to the extent permitteq by law, for all funding agreements regardless if

the recipient of such an agreement is a small business- or nonprofit organization.

I will address my remarks this afternoon to (a) the language of the Patent

Policy Memorandum in an attempt to identify the issues raised by the

Memorandum, and (b) the past implementation of P.L. 96-517 in order to

identify the issues that might be now applicable to all recipients of

contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements.

II. New Presidential Government Patent Policy

The first paragraph of the Memorandum to the Heads -of Departments and

Agencies on Government Patent Policy sent by the President this February 18

states as follows:

To the extent permitted by law, agency policy with respect to the
disposition of any invention made in the performance of a federally
fuuded research and development contract, grant or cooperative agreement
award shall be the same or substantially the same as applied to small
business firms and nonprofit organizations under Chapter 38 of Title 35
of the United States Code.

42
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A. To the Extent Permitted by Law

The first phrase of the policy liTo the extent permitted by law II is

li~ely to be the most interesting and perhaps controversial issue raised by

the new Memorandum. It would ordinarily be self~exp1anatory in view of the

fact that a Presidential policy cannot take precedent over a patent policy

established by legislation. Hence, patent policies of the DOE or the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) would not be changed,

particularly not in those areas where the Presidential policy and the

and discretion, and waivers to their policies of acquiring title to inventions

However, both DOE's and NASA's policies have a substantial amount of flexibility

(ERDA Nonnuclear Act, 42 U.S.C. 5908). Each of these acts has its own

interests of the United States and the general public will best be served "

" (Space Act, 42 U.S.C. 2457), where DOE " ... may deem

legislative policy are in direct conflict.

tuning of issues have resulted from practical experience, administrative

can be granted, for example, where " .•. the interest of the United States

appropriate .. . " (Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2182), and where " ... the

legislative history and several years of precedence, and operational fine-

will be served
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~~view, and review by congressional oversight committees and General

Accounting Office (GAO) investigations. In view of this legislation and

adminstrative history, I do not believe that the waiver guidance applied to

DOE's and NASA's legislative patent policy can be substituted for the

guidance that may be provided in P.L. 96-517 because of a Presidential

Memorandum, even where the guidance applied to "DOE's and NASA's statutory

waiver policies allows for some measure of discretion.
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For example, the legislative'history behind DOE's nonnuclear patent policy

states that the policy is based upon the Atomic Energy and Space Acts under

which relatively few waivers were granted, and that Congress expected the

same would be true under DOE's nonuclear statutory patent policy. Accordingly,

I do not believe DOE's legislation would allow us to waive in all situations

except for those situations provided for in P.L. 96-517 for GOCOs, exceptional

circumstances, and areas of national security. To do so would completely

reverse the legislative intent of DOE's nonuclear patent policy. This does

not mean, however, that DOE and NASA will not follow the guidance of and

the implementation of P.L. 96-517 where contrary statutory guidance is not

provided, just as we have been following the 1971 Presidential Memorandum

and its implementation to the extent permitted law.

The White House Fact Sheet, as issued by the Press Secretary along with the

Presidential Memorandum on Government Patent Policy, states that agencies

like DOE and NASA would have to continue to follow their own legislation

but states that these agencies are expected to make the maximum use of the

flexibility under the legislation to comply with the provisions and spirit

of the Presidential Memorandum. This is not a particularly difficult

problem with patent policies of the type set forth in the DOE and NASA

~egislation because~ as stated above, the legislative history and congressional

oversight of these policies make it clear that the policies require the

agencies to normally take title to inventions made with agency support.

The White House Fact Sheet also states, after repeating the phra.se "To ' the

extent permitted by law ••• ", that the Memorandum " .•• is applicable to all
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(\
statutory programs including those that provide for inventions to be made

available to the public." This reference is obviously directed to those

agencies, like the Departments of Interior and Agriculture, or agency

programs, having legislation requiring that inventions be "available to the

public" (7 U.S.C. 427(i», "freely available to the general public" (40

U.S.C. 302(e», or "freely and fully available to the general public" (42

U.S. 1961 c-3). These "available" statutory patent policies have a long
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history based upon legislative history, congressional oversight, and Executive

Branch interpretation as requiring the Government to take title, with no

exceptions, to inventions made under support by those agencies.

, There appears, therefore, "t o be direct conflict between the President's

Memorandum, as interpreted by the White House Fact Sheet which suggests

that discretion exists in these laws and that the Presidential Memorandum

should be made applicable, and the long history of interpreting this type

of "available" legislation as having no discretion. Inasmuch as the agencies

have universally interpreted the legislation as lacking discretion, there

appears to be no discretion or flexibility to which the Presidential Memorandum

could apply. If discretion could be applied, application of the Memorandum

would cause a total reversal of the agencies' previous positions, and

would, in effect, change these agencies from "title taking" to acquiring

title in inventions only in those limited situations permitted in P.L. 96-517.

It would seem that these agencies are caught in a dilemma between finding

that they had been interpreting their legislation incorrectly for all these
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years, or simply saying that their laws, having no flexibility, are not

affected by a Presidential Memorandum, notwithstanding the statement in the

White House Fact Sheet.

This also raises an interesting question of what standing, legislative

history, or instructional value is a "fact sheet" issued by a press office

at the time an Executive Branch memorandum is issued. Having raised that

issue, I am going to use my discretionary authority and flexibility and

elect not to discuss it further.

B. Agency Policy

,,". The Presidential Memorandum goes on to say that " .•• agency policy "

,.. will follow P.L. 96-517. This phrase is important in view of the fact that

early drafts of the memorandum used the phrase " ••• agency policies, regulations,

procedures, and patent rights clauses •.. " would follow P .L. 96-517.

During the period of interagency comments, the major R&D sponsoring agencies

were in total agreement that the "policies" of P.L. 96-517, that is, the

policy of allowing a contractor the first option to acquire title to inventions,

was appropriate and should be applied to all types of contractors, as

," opposed to only nonprofit organizations and small business firms. There

was substantial objection by DOE, DOD, and NASA, however, to the implementation

of this legislative policy as it is applied to small business firms and

nonprofit organizations in OMB Circular A-124, and in particular, to the

specific clause language which was particularly developed, under the objection

of many, to address the concerns and limited capabilities of the university
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community. Accordingly, these agenc~es only agreed to the issuance of the

Memorandum if the reference to regulations, procedures, and contract clauses

was deleted.

While I am on the subject of the implementation of P.L. 96-517, I might say

a few words in regard to how OMB Circular A-124 was developed. Although

the R&D-sponsoring agencies were heavily involved in the development of the

first draft of the Bulletin that preceeded the Circular and, like everyone

else, were provided an opportunity to make comments on the Bulletin, the

agencies were not given an opportunity to comment on the final language

that was placed in the OMB Circular. As a result, there are many areas of

the Circular that the major R&D-sponsoring agencies -- and in particular

DOE, DOD, and NASA -- find objectionable.

Probably the most important objection is the structuring of the clause set

forth in the Circular which allows nonprofits and small businesses to

publish subject inventions prior to (1) any attempt being made to elect

whether the contractor wishes to retain title, or (2) the Government being

given the opportunity to protect those rights that the contractor does not

want. Additionally, the clause allows the contractor the full U.S. statutory

one year period after publication in which to file the patent application.

If the contractor fails to file, or changes its election to file, there is

no requirement that the sponsoring agency be given sufficient time to even

protect U.S. rights in such inventions. The contractor is thereby permitted

to destroy both domestic and foreign rights in inventions developed under

47
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such funding agreements. In my opinion, this is in 'd i r e c t violation of the

clear statutory intent of P.L. 96-517 which provides for residual rights to

go to the sponsoring agency any time the contractor either fails to report,

elect, or file within a reasonable time, or elects not to protect the

invention.

Even if this and other objectionable features of OMB Circular A-124 were

corrected, it was the position of at least DOE, DOD, and NASA that the

application of the Circular to contractors other than nonprofit organizations

and small business firms is inappropriate. In view of the fact that the

primary beneficiary of P.L. 96-517 was the university community in grant

situations, the major R&D-sponsoring agencies approved a flexible and even

imprecise patent rights clause which provided inordinately long time periods

to make decisions on election and filing. For example, the clause in

Circular A-124 does not even have a positive reporting requirement in view

of the fact that reports are only necessary where a subject invention is

disclosed in writing to the contractor's "personnel responsible for patent

matters." Additionally, record keeping requirements and authority to

inspect records, as well as withholding of payment provisions, were not

included in the clause when they have been boiler plate for many years in

· pa t en t ' r i ght s clauses found in the Federal Procurement Regulations and the

Defense Acquisition Regulations. Such a "watered-down" clause, although

•perhaps justifiable in grant situations wit~ the universities, were considered

as totally inappropriate for patent rights clauses with contractors performing
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the main, directed research efforts of the major R&D-sponsoring agencies.

It is for this reason, therefore, that DOE, DOD, and NASA withheld their

concurrence from a proposed Presidential memorandum which extended the

application of the implementing regulations of P.L. 96-517 to all Government

contractors.

c. Disposition of Any Invention

The next phrase of the policy statement also raises some interesting issues.

The Memorandum states that agency policy " with respect to the disposition

of any invention made in the performance " of an R&D contract, grant, or

cooperative agreement shall follow P.L. 96-517. The phrase "disposition of

any invention made" normally refers to the basic allocation of rights

between the Government and its R&D contractor, grantee or awardee, and

primarily refers to whether the Government or the contractor acquires

title. It would appear not to be an idle question as to whether the other

rights or obligations of the parties under P.L. 96-517 were intended to be

included.

In this regard, it is noted that the last paragraph of the Presidential

~emorandum is as follows:

In addition, agencies should protect the confidentiality of invention
disclosure, patent applications and utilization reports required in
performance or in consequence of awards to the extent permitted by 35
U.S.C. 205 or other applicable laws.
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If the word "disposition" of the first paragraph was intended to cover

requirements of confidentiality of invention disclosures and patent applications

found in 35 U.S.C. 205, or confidentiality of utilization reports found in

Section 35 U.S.C. 202(c)(5), there would appear to be no necessity for the

last paragraph of the policy.

Additionally, the second paragraph of the Memorandum indicates that the

,
".·".~
'"

rights of the Government or obligations of the contractor set forth in 35

U.S.C. 202-204 may be waived or omitted by the agency. These provisions

.J include such items as: the Government's nonexclusive license; the Government's
,,'.,·
~ march-in rights; the contractor's obligations to make certain statements in..·,·..
"......
'...
~..·".......
~..

................
"..................··

a patent application; limitations on acquiring rights to the contractor's

background patents; and requirements that exclusive licenses cannot be

granted for the use or sale of the invention within the U.S. without an

agreement to substantially ·ma nu f a c t u r e the invention in the U.S. (hereafter

referred to as the preference for U.S. manufacture). In view of the second

and third paragraphs of the Memorandum, a logical interpretation of the

first paragraph is that only the disposition of title in inventions made

under R&D contracts are to follow the policies of P.L. 96-517 .

D~ Substantially the Same

.)

.~

. J ........,

.,..
"
'...
: The last area of interpretation of the Memorandum's first paragraph is that
..

in P.L. 96-517. I personally have no idea what the phrase "substantially '

the same" was intended to mean, or how it will be interpreted. I, along

................·

policies " shall be 'the same or substantially the same ••• " as set forth

with you, will watch the possible use of this flexible language with substantial

interest.
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E. Waiver of Rights and Obligations
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An additional area of flexibility that will bear watching is the application

of the second paragraph of the memorandum which states as follows:

In awards not subject to Chapter 38 of Title 35 of the United States
Code, any of the rights of the Government or obligations of the performer
described in 35 U.S.C. 202-204 may be waived or omitted if the agency
determines (1) that the interests of the United States and the general
public will be better served thereby as, for example, where this is
necessary to obtain a uniquely or highly qualified performer; or
(2) that the award involves co-sponsored, cost sharing, or joint
venture research and development, and the performer, co-sponsor or
joint venturer is making substantial contribution of funds, facilities
or equipment to the work performed under the award.

The "bottom line" of almost any Government patent policy, legislative or

administrative, has been the retention by the Government of a nonexclusive

license for its own use, and the ability of the Government to require

licensing to others under certain limited circumstances -- as where the

patent owner fails to commercialize or attempt to commercialize the invention,

i.e., the Government "march-in" rights. The Memorandum, therefore, allows

the agencies to waive these minimum Government rights as well as the preference

for U.S. manufacturing obligation, and the obligation to provide utilization

reports to the Government agency.

-.
The findings that must be made in order to grant any or all of these waivers

is that the interests of the U.s. will better be served by such a waiver,

and the example that is given is where such action is necessary to obtain a

\\ unique or highly qualified contractor. Also, a finding that the contract
\---------
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involves substantial co-sponsored, cost shared, or jOint venture R&D will

also justify a waiver determination. The reason that I find these particular

guidelines of interest is that these types of contracting situations are

not particularly unique or unusual in the Federal Government, and particularly

not unique or unusual in the DOE. In DOE, many of our major program efforts

involve a substantial amount of cost sharing or cooperative R&D agreements,

and an argument could be made that any sole source justification would be

enough to make a finding that the contractor is "unique." If these guidelines

are interpreted so broadly, we have indeed entered a new era of Government

patent policy where substantial cost sharing or a sole source justification

will be enough to give up the Government's license rights, the right to

inquire about commercial utilization, and the right to take any action

where a contractor is effectively suppressing utilization of the R&D results.

Here again, the manner in which these provisions, or areas of flexibility,

are implemented will bear watching, and will be of substantial importance

to, for example, DOD's use of its own R&D results, and the general public's

use of the results of much of the civilian agencies' R&D efforts.
/

III. Public Law 96-517

In addition to the issues and problems of interpretation caused by application

of the public law to contractors other than small businesses and nonprofits

set forth above, P.L. 96-517 itself has some areas that need interpretation

totally apart from the application of the law under the Presidential Memorandum.
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A. Funding Agreement

For example, DOE has been struggling with the definition of what is a

"funding agreement" for some time. " The definition in the~legislation
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refers to a "contract, grant, or cooperative agreement," which in turn is

language that comes directly from the Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement

Act of 1977 (41 U.S.C. 401) which does not, in itself, define these terms.

Additionally, implementing guidance by OMB and OFPP has not provided precise

definitions of these terms.

We at DOE entered into a large variety of agreements involving R&D activities

which at least some people do not consider as falling into the area of

contracts, grants, or cooperative agreements, as the clauses mandated by

the acquisition and assistance regulations are not used -- that is, clauses

such as equal opportunity, covenants against contingent fees, and a whole

raft of social and economic provisions. Examples are where DOE makes its

national laboratories, or particularly designated research facilities,

available to the general public for privately-sponsored research activities.

In addition, DOE permits all manner of domestic and foreign persons to work

in its national laboratories, and provides support to educational activities

through fellowship agreements. Most of the agreements covering this type

of research support are not written in the form of a contract, grant, or

cooperative agreement, and do not follow legislative and regulatory requirements

for such agreements. They are, therefore, being interpreted as falling

outside the classif.ication of a funding agreement •
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Informal discussion with attorneys of other agencies indicate that other

agencies have come to the same conclusion. The problem is, however, that

when such agreements fall outside of P.L. 96-517, they fall within DOE's

title-taking legislation which includes any" ••• contract, grant, agreement,

understanding, or other arrangement which includes research •.•. " Therefore,

when NSF concludes that fellowship agreements do not fall under P.L. 96-517,

they are free to utilize any patent policy they desire. When DOE makes

such a decision, the result is not as flexible.

B. Government-Owned Research or Production Facility

P.L. 96-517 need not apply to funding agreements for the" operation of

a Government-owned research or production facility It, or what is otherwise

I
I

l

normally referred to as a "GOCO." Here again," DOE may be in a unique

position because we seem to be the only agency that admits to having contracts

for the operation of Government-owned research or production facilities.

As a matter of fact, we have: contractors which operate facilities on

Government-owned land, in Government-owned buildings, using Government-

owned equipment; contractors which operate facilities in Government-owned

buildings, having Government-owned equipment, on contractor-owned land;

contractors which operate facilities having Government-owned equipment, on

contractor-owned land, and in contractor-owned facilities where the entire

justification of the facility is to operate the Government-owned equipment.

In addition, any of these factual situations can be further complicated by

free use of contractor-owned lands and facilities, minimum payments for
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such leases, and "full market" payments for suCh ~eases. We also have

contracts for the operation of Government-owned equipment in Government-

owned buildings on Government-owned land where the contractor has been

permitted to mix in its private equipment for its private R&D purposes.

Needless to say, we are having great difficulty in determining exactly how

to define a "GOeo."

e. Agency Approval

There are several places in P.L. 96-511 where the contractor's actions are

restrained unless approval is obtained from the contracting agency. Examples

are the limitations on nonprofit organizations to assign invention rights

or to grant exclusive licenses without agency approval, and the requirement

for contractors to provide for preference for U.S. manufacturing unless a

waiver is obtained from the agency. The issue has been raised to DOE as to

whether such approvals can be made on a class basis at the time of contracting,

rather than on an invention by invention "ba s i s . The issue is clear for

those not under P.L. 96-517 because of the second paragraph of the Presidential

Memorandum. The issue is not so clear for those falling under P.L. 96-517

in view of the fact that the type of decision to be made would appear to

preclude an advance waiver or approval because of the individual invention

nature of the determination to be made, and yet there is nO express prohibition

to a class, or advanced type, decision-making process in the legislation

itself •
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IV. Summary

In summary, there appears to be many areas in the public law itself which

need to be addressed on a Government-wide basis, as well as the issue

raised by the application of the public law as required by the new Presidential

Memorandum on Government Patent Policy. I personally had been hoping that

the Department of Commerce, as lead agency under OMB Circular A-124 and in

response to their obligation to consult with representatives of the R&D

sponsoring agencies, would by now have established an interagency group in

order to help uniformly interpret the public law, develop implementations

under it, and address the objectionable areas in the Circular itself.

Hopefully, the issues regarding interpretation and implementation of the

public law under the Presidential policy will be guided by such a committee

established under the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering,

and Technology as envisioned by the White House Fact Sheet.
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JAN 1 51992

Mr. John J. Easton, Jr.
General Counsel
Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Easton:

The Department of Commerce has reviewed the "exceptional
circumstances" determination made by the Department of Energy
(DOE) in connection with its cooperative agreement with the u.s.
Advanced Battery Consortium (USABC). Because we have the

~greatest respect for the substantial eff~rts Secretary Watkins
and Deputy Secretary Moore have made to 1mprove the technology
transfer and commercialization process in its laboratories, we
cannot agree with the "exceptional circumstances" determination
in this case. The determination is inconsistent with the
Secretary's stated policies, the policies of the Administration
and those of the Bayh-Dole Act. I respectfully suggest that
these inconsistencies be pointed out to the Secretary so that the
policy consequences of this action are fUlly aired.

The issues raised by DOE's determination are especially
important since agreements with industry consortia are likely to
become an increasingly important vehicle for the
commercialization of Federally-funded research and development .
Indeed, the Advanced Battery Consortium is a good example of the
new partnerships between business and government needed to
address critical scientific and technological problems. The u.S.
automakers are clearly making a substantial commitment to the
development of advanced battery technology and we applaud their
willingness to play such a central role in this innovative
effort. The fact that President Bush chose to participate
personally in the formal initiation of this relationship
underlines the role these new partnerships will be playing and
the critical importance of structuring them in the most effective
manner.

In its determination, DOE has concluded that small
businesses and nonprofit organizations should be precluded from
owning all the rights in their inventions relating to advanced
battery research funded by the Department. DOE's stated
justification for this determination is that centralizing
ownership of the inventions in the consortium will better promote

.., .............;0;,'.1' •·....ei::..::aL\.OU iunueu oy'ine Department. DOE's stated
justification for this determination is that centralizing
ownership of the inventions in the consortium will better promote

.'

.'
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the policy and objectives of the Bayh-Dole Act. 35 U.S.C. §
202(a). We recognize that there may be a need to centralize
ownership rights in order to make the work of the consortium
effective. Indeed, this need is not unique to USABC but would
exist with all consortia.

Under the Federal Technology Transfer Act (FTTA), which now
applies to DOE's GOCO laboratories, USABC could own its
inventions and those made by Government employees. Similar
protection for USABC's investment in research with small
businesses and non-profit organizations can be negotiated in
advance through exclusive licenses under the Bayh-Dole Act. The
FTTA also allows the parties to perform joint R&D projects like
those envisIoned by USABC. We note that DOE has utilized the
FTTA in major successful ventures such as the High Temperature
Superconductivity Pilot Centers (at the Oak Ridge, Los Alamos and
Argonne National Laboratories) and a number of smaller
initiatives under the National Competitiveness Technology
Transfer Act (NCTTA) in the manufacturing, transportation,
environmental and medical fields. These arrangements provide
intellectual property ownership provisions that are comparable to
those provided under the Federal Technology Transfer Act.

We have collaborated closely with DOE on a number of
important efforts to promote the commercialization of Federally
funded technologies. We greatly admire DOE's substantial efforts
to improve the private sector's access to and cooperation with
its laboratories. Secretary Watkins and Deputy Secretary Moore
have made technology transfer and commercialization a central
Departmental objective and have created an effective process
within the Department for accomplishing that objective1 • Among
the important principles guiding DOE's technology transfer effort
are the following:

• Improving the speed of the technology transfer process
through "localized decision-making, flexibility to meet
the varying needs of outside partners, and simplified
procedures. H2

• In order to increase industry participation in
laboratory activities, "[e]ncourage all Departmental
elements and other facilities to ensure fairness of

1 Notice 30-91, Jan. 23, 1991.

2 SEN 30-91 at 3 (emphasis added).

1 Notice 30-91, Jan. 23, 1991.

2 SEN 30-91 at 3 (emphasis added).

."
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opportunity for potential participants, recogn+z+ng the
special needs of small businesses and non-profit
organizations." .

• In order to increase DOE participation in
collaborations with industry, "felxpand the use of
incentives and recognition programs that encourage
participation of Federal and contractor employees in
the technology transfer program, including recognition
for accelerating the conversion of DOE technology and
knowhow into a form than can be protected, such as
patents, copyrights, data and engineering drawings.,,4

• In order to meet these and other related goals,
"fdlelegate, to the extent feasible, decision-making
for the technology transfer program to the appropriate
organizational level for effective implementation of
the program, and provide adequate flexibility for these
organizations to be responsive to the needs of the
marketplace. ,,5

The "exceptional circumstances" determination relating to
USABC does not meet any of these criteria. It is founded on an
approach to technology transfer very different from the policies
just cited or those embodied in the Bayh-Dole Act. The
determination relies upon centralized decision-making, ignores
the needs of small businesses and nonprofit organizations and
removes any incentives for them or their employees to work with
USABC .

We do not believe that the removal of the Bayh-Dole Act's
proven incentives to commercialization are required to achieve
centra1ized ownership and management of the inte11ectua1 property
reSUlting from the collaborative research. Nor do we believe
that the sharing of costs by the consortium justifies the denial
of the Bayh-Dole rights of those performing the research and
development work. We are also troubled by the treatment afforded
small businesses, who must sacrifice their intellectual property
rights if they wish to receive DOE funding in battery-related
research. The reasons for our conclusion are more fUlly stated
in the enclosed document.

3 SEN-30-91 at 4 (emphasis added).

4 SEN-30-91 at 4 (emphasis added). .'
5 SEN-30-91 at 6 (emphasis added).

3 SEN-30-91 at 4 (emphasis added).

4 SEN-30-91 at 4 (emphasis added). .'
5 SEN-30-91 at 6 (emphasis added).
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Our Departments have a record of successful collaboration in
improving the management of Federal technology . We suggest that
we build on that record by meeting to address questions
concerning the manner in which such consortia should be handled
before these agreements are finalized. Unfortunately, we did not
learn of this decision until it had already been signed with
USABC. Future discussions should occur before further agreements
are concluded, focusing on the question of appropriate models for
commercialization under the Bayh-Dole, Federal Technology
Transfer and National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Acts.

S)Jferel~, \

\ ( k/t-'v~
, \..

Robert M. White

. 0

.0



STATEHEHT 01' CONCERNS RELATING TO DOB' S "EXCEPTIONAL
CIRCOKSTANCES" DETElUlINATIOH

SUmmary

We do not believe that the Department of Energy's (DOE)

"Exceptional Circumstances" determin~tion relating to its

agreement with the u.S. Advanced Battery consortium (USABC) is

consistent with the policies of the Bayh-Dole Act. The Bayh-Dole

commercialization of Federally-funded technologies and the

• While centralization of ownership rights is an

limited exception to these proven techniques.

"exceptional circumstances" provision is intended to serve as a

We think that DOE's

determination is fundamentally inconsistent with the policies of

the Bayh-Dole Act in the following respects:

contractors whenever it chose.

The justifications advanced by DOE in its determination are

so broad that they would turn the statute on its head, making it

possible for an agency to deny Bayh-Dole Act rights to

procedures and the related provisions of the Federal Technology

Transfer Act have proven themselves effective in promoting the

·······'"'.·············....·..
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important consideration in a consortium of this

complexity, it is not a justification for denying the

more important incentive of intellectual property

rights to the small businesses, universities and

nonprofit organizations performing the research and ..
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complexity, it is not a justification for denying the

more important incentive of intellectual property

rights to the small businesses, universities and .'

,"-.-. nonprofit organizations performing the research and
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development work. Centralization of ownership rights

can be achieved through cooperative research and

development agreements (CRADAs) and licensing

arrangements under the Federal Technology Transfer Act

without sacrificing the Bayh-Dole rights of the

contractors.

• Congress has recognized the important contributions

that small businesses make to efforts like this and has

required that they be given preferential treatment in

such ventures. It is inconsistent with these policies

to require them to give up their intellectual property

rights as the price for participation in the

cooperative research program.

• To the extent that DOE must seek to recover some of its

costs, the Federal Technology Transfer Act's provisions

for the collection of royalties by Federal agencies is

preferable to a cumbersome and costly recoupment

procedure.
I .
I
I
I
I
I,
I
I,
I
I,
I
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I
I
I
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• The fact that the private participants are sharing a

substantial portion of the costs of the research and

development is not an adequate justification for

denying the Bayh-Dole rights of the small businesses,

universities and non-profit organizations.

. .... .. .. .. . . -
substantial portion of the costs of the research and

development is not an adequate justification for

denying the Bayh-Dole rights of the small businesses,

universities and non-profit organizations.

..
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• The treatment of confidential data and the licensing of

intellectual property rights are not adequately

addressed in the documents made available to us. The

provisions of the Bayh-Dole Act, the Federal Technology

Transfer Act and the National Competitiveness

Technology Transfer Act effectively deal with these

issues. We do not believe it is possible to create new

procedures for these areas outside of current law and

policies.

DOE's Determination Ignores the Lessons Learned Under Bayh-Dole

and the Federal Technology Transfer Act

Our fundamental concern relates to DOE's conclusion that the

purposes of the Bayh-Dole Act are best served by eliminating the

ownership interests of the small businesses and nonprofit

organizations in order to centralize ownership in the consortium.

We think this conclusion overlooks the fundamental reason for

Congressional enactment of the Bayh-Dole Act and related

legislation.

The Bayh-Dole Act, along with the Federal Technology

Transfer Act, was adopted by Congress because of the failure of a

system of centralized Federal technology management, which

offered no incentives for technology creators to seek the ."

commercialization of their inventions. congress believed that

Transfer Act, was adopted by Congress because of the failure of a

system of centralized Federal technology management, which

offered no incentives for technology creators to seek the ."

commercialization of their inventions. congress believed that
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small businesses and nonprofit organizations were particularly

innovative and that their creativity should be harnessed for the

benefit of the commercialization process. The ten year history

of the law has borne these expectations out.

Eliminating the Bayh-Dole rights of the Federal

laboratories, universities and small businesses affected by DOE's

decision will lessen the incentives these groups have to

participate actively in the commercial development of their

discoveries. It is the brainpower of these organizations, not a

patent ,on a piece of paper, which is essential for the commercial

success of the venture.

Ironically, USABC has indicated to us that they are very

concerned that public sector scientists might publish their

findings before USABC could establish intellectual property

rights to any inventions. This is the prime reason why both the

Bayh-Dole Act and the FTTA mandate that these scientists receive

royalties for the commercial success of their discoveries. It is

not clear to us how eliminating this incentive will decrease the

premature publication of results. In fact, the current proposal

seems likely to'increase, not decrease, such publications.

While we agree that it may be desirable to arrange matters

so that all intellectual property rights are held by the ."

consortium, it does not appear to us to be necessary to deprive
, ..

While we agree that it may be desirable to arrange matters

so that all intellectual property rights are held by the ."

consortium, it does not appear to us to be necessary to deprive
, ..
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the small businesses and nonprofit organizations of their rights

to accomplish this objective. Indeed, similar consortia have

been formed under the FTTA without undue difficulty. We note

that, in an earlier study, GAO found that avoiding fragmentation

of technology rights was an acceptable basis for an "exceptional

circumstances" determination if the agency plans to fully fund

and promote the technology to the marketplace.' This is

consistent with the legislative history of the Bayh-Dole Act,

which envisions that the "exceptional circumstances" provision

will be used only when market forces are insufficient to bring

about the prompt commercialization of a needed technology. The

USABC consortium does not appear to fit this model. Here

substantial amounts of private funds are being provided for

electric vehicle research and development both under and outside

the DOE cooperative agreement.

If the consortium entered into one or more cooperative

research and development agreements with DOE's national

laboratories, pursuant to the Federal Technology Transfer Act,

the consortium would be entitled to the intellectual property

rights in all of its own inventions and would usually receive an

option for an exclusive license in inventions made by the

laboratory employees. Even more importantly, using the FTTA

model provides incentives to universities, the Federal

1 GAO Report, "Major Federal Research and Development
Agencies Are Implementing the Patent and Trademark Amendments of
1980," GAO/RCED-84-26 (Feb. 28, 1984), Appendix I, P. 111.

--- - - - - ' - A .;0....

laboratory employees. Even more importantly, using the FTTA

model provides incentives to universities, the Federal

, GAO Report, "Major Federal Research and Development
Agencies Are Implementing the Patent and Trademark Amendments of
1980," GAO/RCED-84-26 (Feb. 28, 1984), Appendix I, P. 111.
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laboratories and their employees to work with USABC on the

commercialization of their discoveries.

We also note the prior criticism of GAO concerning a DOE

determination that EPRI should be given a license to all

arrangements with USABC.

Consistent with the Policies of the Bayh-Dole Act

The Treatment of Small Businesses In DOE's Determination Is Not

relinquishing title to their inventions or not accepting Federal

This criterion would also appear relevant to DOE'sfunding. 2

inventions including those made by small businesses and nonprofit

organizations. In particular, GAO indicated that universities

and small businesses should not be faced with a choice of
I,
Ir,
I
I,
r,
I.
i
I 
I

I·•••r
••·••
I
I···••···

Another disturbing element of the determination is its

potential impact on small businesses. Congress expressly

provided that small business contractors should receive

preferential treatment by all Federal agencies in both the

ownership of discoveries they make under Federally-supported R&D

and in their relationships with Federal laboratories and

universities. Further, DOE is required by 15 U.S.C. § 2508 to

·
,,'··

encourage participation of small businesses in electric vehicle

research. It would appear from the determination that, in

exchange for accepting DOE money in areas of advanced battery .0

2 GAO report, supra, p. 5.

"" i

·,
.,··

encourage participation of small businesses in electric vehicle

research. It would appear from the determination that, in

exchange for accepting DOE money in areas of advanced battery .0

2 GAO report, supra, p. 5.
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research, small businesses will be forced to give up their

commercial interests to their larger rivals. This is unfortunate

since past history suggests that small businesses are the most

likely segment of our economy to solve the technical problems

confronting advanced battery research.

The Most Appropriate Method of Recovering Costs is Through the

Collection of Royalties on Licensed Intellectual Property

The inclusion of recoupment provisions in this cooperative

agreement also gives us concern. The pertinent legislative

history indicates that the DOE should "seek to incorporate

reasonable recoupment" into any cooperative venture with industry

in electric battery research. 3 Rather than attempt to burden

nascent commercial ventures with the excessive paperwork and

reporting requirements of a recoupment program, we suggest that

DOE use the provisions of the FTTA, authorizing the collection of

royalties from private parties to satisfy this need. By using

the FTTA approach, DOE and its laboratories can license the

private parties to use inventions of Federal employees resulting

from collaborative research and, in that manner, recover some of

their mission-related research and development expenditures.

3 S. Rep. 101-534, "Department of Interior and Related
Agencies Appropriations Bill: 1991", 101st Cong., 2d Sess., p.
124.

3 S. Rep. 101-534, "Department of Interior and Related
Agencies Appropriations Bill: 1991", 101st Cong., 2d Sess., p.
124.
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cost-Sharing by Private Sector Participants is Not a Basis for

the Denial Qf Bayh-DQle Rights tQ Small Businesses and NQnprQfit

organizatiQns

We are alsQ cQncerned by the reliance DOE places Qn CQst

sharing as a basis fQr its finding Qf "exceptiQnal

circumstances." The fact that this cQQperative agreement

rnvQlves a significant amQunt Qf CQst sharing by the private

sectQr dQes nQt appear tQ us tQ prQvide a ratiQnale fQr that

finding. CQst sharing is the fQundatiQn Qf cQoperative

agreements under the FTTA and CQngress expressly extended these

authQrities to the DOE labQratQries in 1989 so that ventures like

USABC WQuld be pQssible.

DOE's Rejection of Existing StatutQry Mechanisms and PQlicies Has

Left Several ImpQrtant Issues UnresQlved

The decisiQn tQ reject the Bayh-DQle and FTTA mechanisms fQr

handling these issues creates many uncertainties for the

participants. FQr example, it appears frQm CQmments we have

received frQm USABC that it is very concerned with the prQtectiQn

Qf prQprietary infQrmatiQn prQvided tQ and generated by the

cQnsQrtium. The 1989 amendment to the Federal TechnQlQgy

Transfer Act gave DOE and Qther agencies express authority to

maintain the confidentiality Qf certain technical data relating

to cooperative research activities for up tQ 5 years. BefQre

consQrtium. The 1989 amendment tQ the Federal Technology

Transfer Act gave DOE and Qther agencies express authority tQ

maintain the confidentiality Qf certain technical data relating

to cooperative research activities for up tQ 5 years. BefQre

.'

.'
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this amendment, DOE had long argued that it could not protect

such information under its enabling statutes. Having chosen to

take the USABC project outside the Bayh-Dole and Federal

Technology Transfer Acts, the basis for DOE's assurances

concerning confidentiality in the USABC agreement are not

entirely clear.

We are also uncertain how nonprofit or small business

subcontractors will retain rights in their inventions outside the

automotive field after such rights are assigned to DOE. It is

our view, as the lead agency for Bayh-Dole implementation, that

once these rights have been taken by DOE, they can only be

licensed under the procedures of the ~7 CFR 404. It would be

helpful if DOE could describe the manner in which such

subcontractor rights will be treated and also indicate who is

responsible for filing patent applications on such inventions.

In addition, we find the agreement's provisions for the flow

of rights from the subcontractor to the consortium confusing. As

we understand the clause to be used in the subcontract, the

nonprofit organization or small business must assign the rights

in all their inventions to DOE. (See, page 18 of DOE Cooperative

Agreement with consortium.) DOE, in turn, waives the exclusive

rights to the consortium for automobile applications. It is not

clear that DOE has the authority to waive rights of a

subcontractor to a prime contractor, although once DOE takes

Agreement with consortium.) DOE, in turn, waives the exclusive

rights to the consortium for automobile applications. It is not

clear that DOE has the authority to waive rights of a

subcontractor to a prime contractor, although once DOE takes

.'
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title to a subcontractor invention, it certainly could grant an

exclusive license to the consortium. However, in that event, DOE

would have to follow the public notice procedures in 37 CFR Part

404. Once again, the FTTA was enacted to make it possible to

avoid these complexities.

.0
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u.s. GOVERNMENT

SMALL BUSINESS AOMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.,C. 20416

SEP }6~. •, .. ..
•

Honorable Patricia Roberts Harris
Secretary
Department of Health and Human Services
Washington, D.C. 20201 '

Dear Madam Secretary:

We have carefully reviewed your June. 29, 1979,
Int~agency Task Force Report on "Significant Drugs of Limited
Counnercial Value." We believe the selective and judicious use
of incentives chosen from those described will resolve, as
suggested, the difficulty of gaining development and marketing
of "orphan drugs." The problems involved in assembling the
appropriate . incentives necessary to attract the cooperation
of industry . in bringing such drugs into public use should not
be underestimated. Nonat.heLes s, we believe the recommendations
on the use of incentives can be produc~ive and urge their expe-
ditious implementation. .

\ve further support the concept of review of develop
ment agreements by a board or counnission made up of i~terested

sections of the counnunity. Past HEW experiences in the grant
of patent and data incentives suggest that the decision-making
process in this area may be polarized through political,
partisan or administrative influence ..

The report implies that development agreements based
on incentives must be initiated by submission of a develop
ment plan (including proposed incentives) from an organization
willing to undertake the submitted plan (see page 21). We
believe the program would reach a level of success far sooner
if it undertook a policy of 'reviewing not only unsolicited .
proposals but responses to Public Requests for Proposals (RFPs)
based on the board or commission's selection of an orphan drug
and the incentives believed necessary to attract industry parti-
cipation. .

Lastly, we believe that targeting the RFP approach to
small businesses (or consortia including small businesses) would
enhance the prospect of successful development, in light of
small businesses' flexible negotiation posture and outstanding
innovative capacity in comparison to larger organizations.
Further, such a set-aside would have a secondary effect of
ensuring the entr-y of competition 'into an industry which is
growing increasingly concentrated due to the high ent~y costs

. incurred in meeting FDA premarketing requirements.

4 .• , Lcl.::>LJ.y, we oeJ.teve t:fta'f target1ng hie l<FP approach to
small businesses (or consortia including small businesses) would
enhance the prospect of successful development, in light of
small businesses' flexible negotiation posture and outstanding
innovative capacity in comparison to larger organizations.
Further, such a set-aside would have a secondary effect of
ensuring the entr-y of competition 'into an industry which is
growing increasingly concentrated due to the high ent~y costs
incurred in meeting FDA premarketing requirements.
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Honorable Patricia Harris
Page Two

In order to locate prospective small business drug
development organizations, the program is invited to use our
Procurement Automated Source Systems (PASS).

When this i mpor t an t program is initiated, this office
would appreciate notification so that we might, at that time,
assess how we can De of servi.ce. ·

Sincerely,
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During the second sess ion of the 96th Congress, former Representati ve /I;;"-""'l
Elizabeth Holtzman (D-N.Y.) introduced a measure designed to encourage the / · ·
development of drugs for d~seases and ~onditions of lOtI ~ncidence, th~ so-; I]:>: . , , 1}
called "orphan drugs." Brief ly, the bi l l proposed creat ion of an Offlce of J ~.0.~;t..(,
Drugs of Limited Commercial Value within the National Institutes of Health ~

(NIH) with responsibility for identifying the needs for drug development and ~{~

for providing financial assistance to entities for the development of these ,. "'7\1
drugs.

At the Congresswoman's request, the Foreign and Interstate Commerce Health and
Environment Subcommittee (Chairman Henry Waxman (D-Ca1if.)) convened a hearing
on the issue. Testimony was presented by patients afflicted with diseases of
low incidence, such as Tourette's syndrome and myoclonus, by medical
scientists and by representatives from the Food and Drug Administration and
the NIH.

In the present Congress, Representative Ted Weiss (D-N.Y.) has introduced
legislation (H.R. 1663) identical to the Holtzman bill. A follow-up to last
year's hearing was recently convened before Mr. Waxman's Subcommittee, with
the witness list including both Government and pharmaceutical industry
representatives. The purpose of this second hearing was again educational;
although reference was made to H.R. 1663, the hearing was designed to identify
the scope of the problem, the corrective measures already under way, and the
possibilities for coordination between Government and industry in the
development and manufacturing of drugs for small patient populations.

SECTION-BY-SECTION SUMMARY

Section l--Establishment of the Office

The bill establishes the Office of Drugs of Limited Commercial Value within
NIH and headed by the NIH Director. It creates a nine-member advisory council
to the Director of the Office (with members to be appointed by the Director
from the pharmaceutical industry, medical profession, scientists involved in
drug development and public interest groups) and empowers the advisory council
to make recommendations to the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
shorten the time required for drug approval under the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act.

I r-vlII ure pnarmaceut 1 ca I 1 nau stry, meal ca I protess i on, SCi ent i st s ;nvo1ved in
drug development and public interest groups) and empowers the advisory council
to make recommendations to the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
shorten the time required for drug approval under the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act.
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Section 2--Functions of the Director

The Director is authorized to provide financial assistance to entities to
undertake the development of orphan drugs and to purchase liability insurance
for drug developers if it is determined that the drugs would not be developed
without this insurance.

In addition, the Director is required to:

o undertake studies to determine the scientific potential, the therapeutic
need, and the economic requirements for the development of drugs with
limited commercial value

o coordinate pub l ic and private efforts in drug development and make
recommendations to other Federal entities with respect to their programs
for the development of such drugs

o compile and keep current a list of drugs of limited commercial value 
guidelines are to be published detail ing how recommendations are to be
submitted for drugs to be included on the list

Section 3--Reguirements for Assistance

Financial assistance for the development of a particular drug can only be
provided upon the approval of an application which includes:

• the scientific basis for the development of the drug, the proposed
therapeutic use and the significance of such use

• a detailed statement of the basis for the determination that the drug
could not be developed without financial assistance; the expected
expenses of the development and the projected revenue for the ten-year
period following approval of the drug under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act; any unpredi ctab 1e lega1 1i abil i ty, shortages of personne1,
facilities or materials, special consultations, reviews, or tests,
packing, shipment, storage or other distribution problems

• assurances that the applicant is qualified and would be able to develop
. the drug in a cost-effecti ve manner

( (Any financial assistance rendered is subject to such terms and conditions as
prescribed by the Director. The Director may require that the recipient
reimburse the Government for any part of the provided funds when profits
exceed the level specified by the Director at the initiation of the financial
assistance agreement.

l /"\II Y .1110111,;101 O:):)I:)LOII I,;t::: r enuer-eu i s ~UDJeCT. to sucn terms ana conort rcns as
prescribed by the Director. The Director may require that the recipient
reimburse the Government for any part of the provided funds when profits
exceed the level specified by the Director at the initiation of the financial
assistance agreement.
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Section 4--Record and Audits

Any entity receiving financial assistance must establish and maintain records
required by the Director, including, at a minimum, records which disclose the
amount and disposition of funds received, the total cost of the project for
which the funds were awarded, and other records which would facilitate a
standard audit.

In addition, any entity receiving financial assistance must allow a biennial
financial audit of any records and property related to the disposition or use
of the provided funds. Both the Director of the Office and the Comptroller
General are authorized to carry out any of these audit functions.

Section 5--Definition

The term "drug of limited comnerc i al value" is defined to mean a drug for a
disease or condition of low incidence which is, or may be, unique or provide
an advance in the diagnosis, prevention or treatment of the disease or
condition, and which is cOlTlnercially unavailable because

• estimated sales revenue is not sufficient for development of the drug by
a private drug company

• estimated sales revenue is not sufficient for a private drug company to
assume the costs of establishing the drug1s safety and efficacy as
required under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, or

• exclusive rights to the development of the drug cannot be obtained

Section 6--Evaluation

Within two years after enactment, the Director must report to Congress on the
effectiveness of the Act in furthering the development of drugs of limited
cOlTlnercial value.
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ORPHAN DRUG BILL
(H.R. 1663)

INTRODUCTION

During the second session of the 96th Congress, former Representative
Elizabeth Holtzman (D-N.Y.) introduced a measure designed to encourage the
development of drugs for diseases and conditions of low incidence, the so
called "or phan drugs." Briefly, the bill proposed creation of an Office of
Drugs of Limited Commercial Value within the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) with responsibility for identifying the needs for drug development and
for providing financial ass istance to entities for the development of these
drugs.

At the Congresswoman's request, the Foreign and Interstate Commerce Health and
Environment Subcommittee (Chairman Henry Waxman (D-Calif.)) convened a hearing
on the issue. Testimony was presented by patients afflicted with diseases of
low incidence, such as Tourette's syndrome and myoclonus, by medical
scientists and by representatives from the Food and Drug Administration and
the NIH.

In the present Congress, Representat ive Ted Weiss (D-N.Y.) has introduced
legislation (H.R. 1663) identical to the Holtzman bill. A follow-up to last
year's hearing was recently convened before Mr. Waxman's Subcommittee, with
the witness list inclUding both Government and pharmaceutical industry
representatives. The purpose of this second hearing was again educational;
although reference was made to H.R. 1663, the hearing was designed to identify
the scope of the problem, the corrective measures already under way, and the
possibilities for coordination between Government and industry in the
development and manufacturing of drugs for small patient populations.

SECTION-BY-SECTION SUMMARY

Section l--Establishment of the Office

The bill establishes the Office of Drugs of Limited Commercial Value within
NIH and headed by the NIH Director. It creates a nine-member advisory council
to the Director of the Office (with members to be appointed by the Director
from the pharmaceutical industry, medical profession, scientists involved in
drug development and public interest groups) and empowers the advisory council
to make recommendations to the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
shorten the time required for drug approval under the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act.

Trom ~ne pnarmaceU~lcal lnOustry, meOlcal prOfession, scientists involved in
drug development and public interest groups) and empowers the advisory council
to make recommendations to the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
shorten the time required for drug approval under the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act.
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Section 2--Functions of the Director

The Director is authorized to provide financial assistance to entities to
undertake the development of orphan drugs and to purchase liability insurance
for drug developers if it is determined that the drugs would not be developed
without this insurance.

In addition, the Director is required to:

o undertake studies to determine the scientific potential, the therapeutic
need, and the economic requirements for the development of drugs with
limited commercial value

o coordinate public and private efforts in drug development and make
recommendations to other Federal entities with respect to their programs
for the development of such drugs

o compile and keep current a list of drugs of limited commercial value 
guidelines are to be published detailing how recommendations are to be
submitted for drugs to be included on the list

Section 3--Reguirements for Assistance

Financial assistance for the development of a particular drug can only be
provided upon the approval of an application which includes:

• the scientific basis for the development of the drug, the proposed
therapeutic use and the significance of such use

• a detailed statement of the basis for the determination that the drug
could not be developed without financial assistance; the expected
expenses of the development and the projected revenue for the ten-year
period following approval of the drug under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act; any unpredictable legal liability, shortages of personnel,
facilities or materials, special consultations, reviews, or tests,
packing, shipment, storage or other distribution problems

• assurances that the applicant is qualified and would be able to develop
the drug in a cost-effective manner

Any financial assistance rendered is subject to such terms and conditions as
prescribed by the Director. The Director may require that the recipient
reimburse the Government for any part of the provided funds when profits
exceed the level specified by the Director at the initiation of the financial
assistance agreement.

Rny TlnanClal aSSls~ance renaerea lS SUDJec~ ~o sucn ~erms ana conal~lons as
prescribed by the Director. The Director may require that the recipient
reimburse the Government for any part of the provided funds when profits
exceed the level specified by the Director at the initiation of the financial
assistance agreement.
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Section 4--Record and Audits

Any entity receiving financial assistance must establish and maintain records
required by the Director, including, at a minimum, records which disclose the
amount and disposition of funds received, the total cost of the project for
which the funds were awarded, and other records which would facilitate a
standard audit.

In addition, any entity receiving financial assistance must allow a biennial
financial audit of any records and property related to the disposition or use
of the provided funds. Both the Director of the Office and the Comptroller
General are authorized to carry out any of these audit functions.

Section 5--Definition

The term "druq of limited corrmercial value" is defined to mean a drug for a
disease or condition of low incidence which is, or may be, unique or provide
an advance in the diagnosis, prevention or treatment of the disease or
condition, and which is corrmercially unavailable because

• estimated sales revenue is not sufficient for development of the drug by
a private drug company

• estimated sales revenue is not sufficient for a private drug company to
assume the costs of establishing the drug1s safety and efficacy as
required under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, or

• exclusive rights to the development of the drug cannot be obtained

Section 6--Evaluation

Within two years after enactment, the Director must report to Congress on the
effectiveness of the Act in furthering the development of drugs of limited
corrmercial value.
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Foreword

The Interagency Task Force on Significant Drugs of Limited Commercial

Value offers this report for consideration, support and action by individual~

and associations who are concerned with the public health problem engendered

by inadequate resources directed to the research, development, and

distribution of drugs of limited commercial value. The Task Force

offers concrete suggestions, many of which can be implemented immediately,

and others which require new legislation.

This Task Force, voluntarily initiated, consists of members who volunteered

their services because of their interest in reso'~tion of the problem.

Although all members made significant contributions, special thanks are

due to Dr. Irving J. Ladimer who wrote this report' in a manner both

highly informative and eloquent; the report is based not only on the

individual reports compiled by the subcommittees of the Task Force but

on Dr. Ladimer's extensive knowledge of the issues. Special thanks are

also due to Dr. Peyton Weary, Chairman of the SUQcommittee on Incentives,

for his many innovative recommendations and his extraordinary enthusiasm

in seeking a resolution of the problem.

Marion J. Finkel, M.D.
Associate Director for
New Drug Evaluation
Bureau of Drugs,
Food and Drug Administration

and

Chairman, Interagency Task
Force on Significant Drugs
of Limited Commercial Value

(

• wv__ .. _

and

Chairman, Interagency Task
Force on Significant Drugs
of Limited Commercial Value

(
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SUlTUllary

The development of significant drugs of limited commercial value

represents an activity in the public interest calling for the combined

support of government, industry, voluntary organizations and others

concerned with health care. In our society, it should be possible to

provide assistance to small groups of patients as well as to the general

population. and to encourage research on medical problems of limited

scope which may later have great beneficial effect.

Nevertheless, many significant drugs essential for diagnosis or

treatment are not available mainly because research. development and

prod~tion ar.-e-..-deemed too expensive relative to ex~e~~~d~conomic return.

As a result, important groups of patients, some critically ill, and

scientific efforts devoted to rare or exotic conditions receive no

support from either public or private resources. To assure development

of essential drugs which may not be profitable, a voluntary program

based on administrative and economic, scientific and legal incentives is

proposed.

The program is directed mainly to the private sector to encourage

drug development by individual pharmaceutical companies. non-profit "

organizations or consortia. The federal government, primarily as catalyst,

would provide through purchase, loan or contract some yinanc;a1 subsidy

or credit under individual negotiated agreements as well as priorities

in new drug application review and recognition of suitable organizational

arrangements for drug development. Incentives such as tax advantage,

patent rights and certain anti-trust exemptions might be later available

under proposed legislation where deemed in the public interest. Federal

or (.;r ·~ul'" UIIU~I 1"'-1'.'_"",-- .. _., _

in new drug application review and recognition of suitable organizational

arrangements for drug development. Incentives such as tax advantage,

patent rights and certain anti-trust exemptions might be later available

under proposed legislation where deemed in the public interest. Federal
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might otherwise not be produced or distributed. The board would have at

least nine members and be fully representative of public and private

interests and necessary specialtie$. It would be supported by the

scientific expertise and resources of the Food and Drug Administration

and other units of the Department of HEW as well as the cooperation of

the drug jndustry.

Contracts negotiated under this program would be reviewable and

subject to renegotiation so that profits or other advantages obtained

through the incentives would be in part shared with or returned to the

U.S. Government. The board would seek to encourage voluntary industry

action as a matter of public interest and would also accord appropriate

recognition to firms which participate on the basis of humanitarian

concern.

The boards activity and the entire program would be periodically

evaluated, in part with the objective of possible relocation of the

board to independent auspices.

The Task Force urges immediate initiation of this program to test

interest and operation, and to determine how to frame legislation.

There is sufficient existing authority to stimulate voluntary action now

and to provide essential administrative and selected economic incentives.

. "
I - .

. "
; "'.
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public responsiveness, with drug reform and with health consumer activism.

call for specific, direct and acceptable action on the part of government.

industry, the scientific community and public service and voluntary

health agencies. Briefly stated, there is a well substantiated need for

drugs and chemical entities, already identified and in various stages of

readiness, which are not being made available to meet diagnostic,

prophylactic and treatment requirements because there is no discernible

profitability at a level commensurate with research, development and

marketing costs. But it is equally recognized that there is a general

public interest in providing health assistance through drugs as well as

other means for relatively small population groups. particularly where

the condition or disease may be serious. even fatal. A nation which can

call on private and public concern and resources for other needful and

significant purposes, whether helping many or few, can and should be

able to supply essential drugs.

The Task Force does not consider it necessary to document this

premise of need, since other groups and individuals have already done

so; accordingly. it concentrates on the means for achieving fair and

manageable resolution through reasonable incentives and a workable

process for encouraging production of safe and effective drug products.

For the most part, the recommendations emphasize what can be done

now, under existing legislative and regulatory authority and administrative

structure and with voluntary cooperation, mainly between government and

the pharmaceutical industry. The Task Force believes that, despite the

now, unaer eX1Sl:lny It::YI~lal.IVl: QIIU ' ''~'''''''''''''J .. _ . . _"

structure and with voluntary cooperation, mainly between government and

the pharmaceutical industry. The Task Force believes that, despite the
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1. Probl em

A. Immediate Concerns

Although there has been interest for many years in problems of

inadequate resources and motivation for the development and distribution

of useful drugs of limited commercial value. recent requests from patient

groups, from scientists and from voluntary and public agencies have

created current impetus for action. In the Uni ted States, the publ ic

voice can be eloquent; and when it speaks of patient need and known but

unavailable remedies, such pleas are heard. They are bound to evoke

response. Health issues have captured the public's interest, in part

because of national concerns for care and cost. and in part because of

highly publicized hazards.

Early Interest:

Perhaps the first organized attempt to deal with the problem of

special patient need and inadequate resources for development and distribution

of useful drugs of limited commercial value was the voluntarily initiated

DHEW Interagency Committee on Drugs of Limited Commercial Value. This

Committee was established in 1974 and sponsored by the Food and Drug

Administration which, for some time. had dealt with these matters on an

infonnal basis . The Interagency Committee in its "Interim Report" of

1975 described the problems, principally those concerned with definition;

the availability of governmental and industry support; and legal and

insurance issues, and mentioned various potentially useful administrative

mechanisms mainly based on economic incentives . Essentially, the report

suggested that more definitive study be undertaken. It was not until

March 1978, however, that a new Task Force was convened, again voluntarily,

the availability of governmental and industry support; and legal and

insurance issues, and mentioned various potentially useful administrative

mechanisms mainly based on economic incentives. Essentially, the report

suggested that more definitive study be undertaken. It was not until

March 1978, however, that a new Task Force was convened. again voluntarily,
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its own initiative, to determine what the firms have accomplished in the

area of research and distribution of drugs of limited commercial value

and what are their future goals. A final report on this subject is in

preparation.

5. Congressional inquiries in 1978 and 1979 to FDA and to this

Task Force. largely based on requests from constituents. Also, general

Congressional interest in drug reform legislation has included questions

concerning the activity of the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare in providing drugs of significant but limited commercial value

either through federal production or industry persuasion •

6. Considerable interest, beginning in 1978, by the then Secretary

of Health, Education. and Welfare in the form of inquiry to FDA on what

was being done to alleviate the problem.

7. Finally. the increasing frequency of articles in both professional

and lay publications which have discussed the problem, and, in general,

have been critical of the perceived lack of concerted action and purported

lack of concern, but also have been constructive in suggesting innovative

ways to meet the problem.

This demonstration of current and continuing interest suggests that

the matter is no longer one for study. This Task Force has considered

the various reports which have been prepared and has taken into account

new approaches and particularly the evident interest of the Congress in

solutions to the problem. In the view of the Task Force, the problem

can be significantly ameliorated by incentives to industry now available

and later through legislation specifically directed to this issue.

new approaches and particularly the evident interest of the Congress in

solutions to the problem. In the view of the Task Force, the problem

can be significantly ameliorated by incentives to industry now available

and later through legislation specifically directed to this issue.
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under auspices of the Food and Drug Administration, notably the inquiry

by the Committee on Drugs of Limited Commercial Value, sought to detennine

the scope, namely how many patients might be at serious risk because of

unavailability of such drugs; how many drugs at various stages of development

are in this category; and the significance of these summations.

The Committee confirmed the existence of the problem but not necessarily

its boundaries. For instance, extensive lists of drugs and chemicals

were compiled on the basis of interviews conducted wi th representatives

of industry. academic institutions and government; literature search;

and an assessment of requests and peti tions of voluntary health and

special disease agencies. The Committee Report did not detennine whether

these, in total, constitute a publ ic health problem but agreed that

solutions were needed for the present and foreseeable future.

One of the major premises. as stated by the Committee, was

"Although nowhere explicitly set forth, it is recognizable as

underlying the thinking and effort on this subject: whenever

a drug has been identified as potentially lifesaving or otherwise

of unique major benefit to some patient, it is the obligation

of society, as represented by government, to seek to make that

drug available to that patient. Any qualifications of unstated

policy, such as minimum number of potential beneficiaries or

an unacceptably high ratio of cost to beneficial result, have

no t been detennined. "

_, I
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not been detennined."
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Seeking more data about the nature and size of the problem would

prolong this study and postpone the critical determinations on policy,

required incentives and the mechanism for decision making. Although it

is true that certain incentives may be of greater or lesser consequence,

depending on the character and breadth of the problem, the management of

incentive aid on an individual case basis, as proposed by this Task

Force (See Section 5. Mechanism), largely resolves this issue. This

entire subject can and should be under constant study to ascertain

changes in needs and availability, but basic decisions should not be

deferred. Likewise, administration can and should be sufficiently

flexible for meeting requests as they arise and providing assistance.*

When seen as a dynamic process, it becomes less important to establish

definitive facts and figures than to undertake appropriate action leading

to a solution.

Past Ac ti vi ty

It should be understood that these studies have not precluded or

prevented movement. There has been progress. The Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare has informally facilitated the production of

significant drugs of little economic value for many years and is still

so·engaged. For example, the perceived difficulties in obtaining FDA

clearances for marketing of such drugs have been variously overcome by

the development of a system of classification and the establishment of

* Earlier reports proposed pUblic listings and active solicitation of
requests for development of specific drugs. This Task Force concluded
that general knowledge and appropriate promotion of the program would
encourage petitions.

* Earlier reports proposed pUblic listings and active solicitation of
requests for development of specific drugs. This Task Force concluded
that general knowledge and appropriate promotion of the program would
encourage petitions.
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Task Force concludes that the experience and advantages gained through

informal arrangement should best be incorporated within a comprehensive

and well-formu1ated program whi ch wi 11 recei ve pub1ic recogniti on,

support and promotion.

Pesticides for Minor Use

The only current analogous program of federal assistance to encourage

research and development relates to the registration of pesticides for

minor use. Under a joint program of the U.S. Department of Agriculture

and, as lead agency, the Environmental Protection Agency, registration

data requirements and tolerances may be modified to encourage the application

of pesticides for special or minor uses.

The Federal Pesticide Act of 1978 amended the Federal Insecticide,

Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) to permit registration data requirements

"conmensurate with the anticipated extent of use, pattern of use and the

level and degree of potential exposure of man and the environment to the

pesticide."* In ta.iloring registration standards for minor uses. the

EPA is instructed to "consider the economic factors of potential national

volume of use, extent of distribution, and the impact of the cost of

meeting the requirements in the incentives for any potential registrant

to undertake the development of the required data."

* Envi ronmen ta1 Pro tecti on Agency. Pes ti ci de Programs, Mi nor Uses:
Policy Statement and Request for Information, Federal Register
Vol. 44. No. 44. Monday, March 5, 1979, p. 12097.

* Environmental Protection Agency, Pesticide Programs, Minor Uses:
Policy Statement and Request for Information, Federal Register
Vol. 44. No. 44, Monday, March 5, 1979, p. 12097.
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regular applications from companies. Scientific advisory councils and

consultants are called on for technical advice. The registration, when

approved, permits a change 1n labeling and thus application to new use.

In accordance with standard procedure, companies are required to

submit data on effectiveness, adverse effects and certain economic

information. However, there is no specific contract or agreement to

assure that distribution as intended will be made or that there will be

any recoupment by the Government in the event of profit.

In part, these problems are resolved upon renewal of registrations

at five year intervals. At such time, the minor use registration may

not be continued unless warranted.

COlTlllen t

Under this program the subsidy is indirect, that is, through providing

support via government funding and through special administrative procedures.

There is substantial rel iance on industry and agriculture to carry out

the intention of the program and thus relatively minor effort to monitor

and seek compliance. There is no advisory or policy board or extensive

staff for this program. This informality is possible in a comparatively

small enterprise in which the major interests know each other and operate

essentially through the same network, principally the agriculture extension

service.

There is apparently no need under such a program for a series of

incentives and for direct financial subsidy. Accordingly. many of the

There is apparently no need under such a program for a series of

incentives and for direct financial subsidy. Accordingly. many of the
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2. Definition

In order to decide whether a drug is eligible for the special

considerations and incentives described later in this Report, it is

necessary to establish criteria for acceptance for review.

A. General

The entity would be accorded special status as a significant drug

of limited commercial value and its owners or sponsors would be entitled

to apply for incentives and receive appropriate support or assistance if

The drug (or chemical) has a demonstrated scientific rationale

and (1) is or appears to represent a unique diagnostic, preventive or

treatment modality for a specific condition or disease, or (2) although

not unique, provides a net advantage over existing agents for a defined

patient subgroup

but is either not commercially available or not dependably available

from any source because of one or more of ·the following circumstances:

a. Where there is proven advantage in diagnosis, prevention or

treatment of a health condition or rare disease but (1) estimated

volume of sale is deemed below the interest of commercial

producers or (2) income potential is considered not sufficient

to meet current investment criteria for commercial products.

J
r '
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qualify, must be presented by a responsibl~prop'p~~nt or _s~onsor, such
....~ - . ._--- .. ' - - ...- _.__. ...~ _.- .. .. -- - ------~.- -. ---,. _-.,, ' ---.~\- -....--.,-,.._. "'--~----'...__..._.-

as a commercial pharmaceutical firm engaged in research, development,

prodUctlon, marketing or other distribution; a public health, medical,

scientific or research agency; a scientist, physician or health organization

capable of contributing to the research, development or distribution of

the drug and appropriate use; or a voluntary health association or group
\\ which has, or can establish that it can obtain, resources for needed
\Iresearch, development, or distribution of the drug. Interest in a
I
1significant drug of limited commercial value, while creditable and
lIcolfinenaable;Ts~not"s'uffi'c{ent to initiate an application for qualification.
! . .", "--'

I
' The burden is on the applicant for special incentive consideration to

demonstrate not only interest and need but capability of meeting requirements

, ~ for research, production, or distribution.

B. Illustrations

In the course of investigating the problem of drugs of limited

economic value with significance for various disease conditions or

population groups, several lists of drugs and chemicals were compiled.

These are in effect candidates for special incentive consideration as

significant drugs of limited commercial value under the definition and

process set out in this Report.

The current lists were derived from previous committee reports;

responses from public and private agencies concerned with drug research

and development; FDA data on drug approvals, applications and investigational

drug files; and literature searches of texts, journal articles and

compendia (Appendix C). It is recognized that, using various definitions

r-- .--- - _._

and development; FDA data on drug ap,provals, applications and investigational

drug files; and literature searches of texts, journal articles and

compendia (Appendix C). It is recognized that, using various definitions
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for their status are, of course, subject to constant review and update.

The essential characteristic of this problem is change: recognition . and

inclusion of drugs in partial development for target or new uses; modifications

of drugs for special use or particular population groups; use of established

drugs for small groups or limited purposes; and changes in needs for

incentives as drugs gain or lose profitability. With experience it is

anticipated that the principle of seeking to assure availability of

drugs for this special objective will be retained and strengthened but

the categories and bases for consideration will vary. With this understanding,

the means for incentive and mechanisms for consideration become especially

important in public policy and administrative management.

-,

-,
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resources of comparable quantity or quality. (This is not to say,

however, that public and non-profit organizations cannot contract for

these services and become eligible for incentives to develop drugs of

limited economic value, but it is logical to recognize that the pharmaceutical

industry has all of the appropriate mechanisms in place.)

The issue is:

To permit the play of the market place to achieve availability of

such drugs in due course (by virtue of change in profit estimates or

requirements; better conditions for production; more favorable individual

competitive advantage or financial support from special sources; or

other options)

or

To provide specific, deliberate incentives to assure research,

development and production of such drugs.

This is a policy decision to be made in the public interest, jointly

devised by all concerned, ratified by elected officials and appointed

representatives, and executed in government and in the private and non-

profit areas. The public interest is, in this case, not alone general

or universal; it also includes, most particularly, those special interests

which contribute to and support society, and for which society may wish

to prOVide special support. So seen, the issue calls for weighing the

cost of scientific, economic, legal, administrative and decisional

considerations against the societal benefits to be derived. The equation

includes not only (a) known factors of research and medical requirements,

l,V ..,rVYIU~ ""'~""'11lo&1 ."'HAt't'''' ...... . . ~ __ . _

cost of scientific, economic, legal, administrative and decisional

considerations against the societal benefits to be derived. The equation

includes not only (a) known factors of research and medical requirements,
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Pharmaceutical market:

Thus, the strict economic incentive remains as the principal considera

tion. The economics of the drug industry, while similar to those of other

industries in the critical relationship between revenues and costs (i.e.,

profit sought is essentially the difference between gross sales and produc

tion cost), is substantially different in other ways.

First, drugs for human uses are produced to meet recognized or antici

pated needs associated with the diagnosis, prevention or treatment of a

disease. These needs do not always arise in orderly or regular series, nor

do they remain over predictable periods. Accordingly, the industry must be

prepared to act quickly and specifically "to save lives" or prevent serious

injury, often without regard to any immediate economic consequences, in

order to meet social requirements. This response may lead to substantial

short-term economic loss or gain, which must be considered in terms of

average return over a long period of time.

Second, the industry is not wholly independent in respect to other

factors. For example, the number of physicians, the number of hospitals,

advances in technology, growing awareness by physicians of the need to

treat definitively certain diseases, as well as political and scientific

changes have a very direct influence on the volume and ~ype of drugs needed

treat definitively certain diseases, as well as political and scientific

changes have a very direct influence on the volume and type of drugs needed
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enough to yield a balanced profit, since that would preclude any reasonable

volume of sales. An alternative is to provide government payment or special

third-party payment, such as already accomplished for patients requiring

kidney dialysis and transplantation or for victims of black lung disease.

(These are exceptions to the accepted economic principle that conventional

demand creates supply; here the demand was to some extent politically

supported and subsidized to achieve supply.)

Regulation; Information and Promotion

Associated with the up-front costs are the particular problems of

regulation and information. The drug industry is directly and strictly

regulated from the technical standpoint because of the nature of the product

and the facilities used . Because of government reimbursement for prescrip

tions under Medicaid indirect regulation of prices of drugs is achieved

under HEW's Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC) Program; in addition, Medicare

utilizes the MAC Program as a guideline in its reimbursement policy .

The ethical drug industry, unlike others, is highly dependent on

intermediaries: the scientific and medical professions, hospitals and

public and voluntary agencies, among others. Drugs and pharmaceuticals are

not sold directly to the public, the ultimate consumer, but must be pre

scribed. Their bulk purchases are often controlled by formularies and

local or institutional regulation. Thus, drug companies must spend a

disproportionate amount on specialized education, information and adver

tising to assure effective use and sale.

local or institutional regulation. Thus, drug companies must spend a

disproportionate amount on specialized education, information and adver

tising to assure effective use and sale.
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or no profit. Or should other perceived restraints be lifted? In other

words, would the priority for significant drugs of small economic value

justify changing the pharmaceutical marketplace? And, if so, how could

this be circumscribed so that it meets the national interest but does not

run counter to that interest?

If some priority is given to such drugs, from what source will resources

for development come? At present, all reasonable or available resources

are presumably used for commercially profitable drugs. What company would

therefore wish to sacrifice present profit for a questionable undertaking,

even in the higher public interest? What circumstances would induce a

company to assign a scientist, a facility or a distributor for the production

of a low economic drug unless there were some prospect of future advantage?

And, if a future advantage were recognized, with subsidy, would resources

have to come from an existing pool, or would there be another source?

Specifically, more federal dollars do not produce more skilled manpower nor

are they sufficient to provide for the additional facilities needed for

production.

Within this economic framework, is it still possible to meet the need

for the development and distribution of significant drugs of limited

economic value?

Yes.

economlC valuer

Yes.

•

•
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The role of government would be essentially catalytic and cooperative but

not preemptive or disruptive of any recognized industry function.

Planning, production and other contributions by private industry

representatives or associations or by individual companies would likewise

be supportive. If successful, the Task Force proposal would phase in a

system of assistance for important but low-income pharmaceuticals which, in

time, would become part of the standard productive capacity of the industry.

In turn, their success would permit a regular flow of similar beneficial

drugs.

B. Scientific

There can be no consideration of drug development, with or without

inducements, unless there is in fact some assurance that drugs deemed

significant for these special purposes actually exist or that the current

stage of research, development or application clearly indicates that the

drugs can be produced. The need for a therapeutic agent obviously does not

produce it.

In this area, certain groups of patients, generally through their

special health organizations, have claimed that there are potentially

helpful drugs which are not available to them. Or scientists who have

special health organizations, have claimed that there are potentially

helpful drugs which are not available to them. Or scientists who have

' ~ '
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of minor risk, if any, based on fewer tests or shorter, less extensive,

developmental and evaluative processes. In short, it is submitted that the

importance and significance of the drug may justify a change in procedure.

This parallels the concept that the greater the possible benefit, the

greater the allowable risk. (The target populations for the drugs, i.e.,

the patients themselves, and their representatives, have yet to express

themselves on whether they would be willing to accept an increased risk,

e.g., an uninvestigated potential for carcinogenesis, for the benefit of

immediate therapeutic gain from the drug .)

Whether such modifications in philosophy and scientific procedure

can be rationalized on the ground of the nublic interest remains a basic

Dol icy question which perhaps can only be addressed in individual cases .

The Task Force agreed that fundamental scientific requirements could not

be impaired or abridged because of the relative cost of studying such

drugs. Benefit/risk considerations in the treatment of serious diseases,

however, do warrant some modifications of the requirements that must be

met for marketing approval of dru9s for these conditions. For example,

the realities of the situation are such that limited oatient populations

are available for study of the drugs at issue. Thus, the smaller the

number of patients involved in the clinical investigations the lesser

the certainty of degree of risk involved in takinq the drugs. The

advantage of use of drugs in life threatening or very seriously disabling

diseases may, however, offset any potential disadvantage that, after

the certainty of degree of risk involved in takinq the drugs. The

advantage of use of drugs in life threatening or very seriously disabling

diseases may, however, offset any potential disadvantage that, after
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The Food and Drug Administration has in the past promoted and

currently advances special consideration for drugs of primary concern,

either because of major therapeutic significance or public health interest.

The legislation, regulations and administration are sufficiently flexible

to permit reasonable latitude. It is known to a certain segment of industry,

particularly to that segment which has sought marketing approval for humani

tarian purposes of drugs of limited commercial value (or which has been

aporoached by FDA to market such drugs after FDA has independently gathered

the scientific data available to establish safety and effectiveness), that

FDA accords priority review and tailors requirements for marketing to the

circumstances in which and the indications for which the drug will be used.

Nevertheless, because this is not widely known and because specific guide

lines are not available on when such modifications will be entertained, the

Task Force considers it desirable that FDA publicize, perhaps through a

regulation, the technical requirements which are needed for research and

marketing approval of drugs of limited commercial value.

C. Legal

Legal considerations encompass two broad areas: (1) potential 1iabili~y

in the development and marketing of these special drugs and (2) options now

available or to be sought to provide legal protection for some type of

exclusivity (e.g., patents, data) or exemption (e.g., disclosure).

,7

available or to be souqnt to prov iue It:Val fJrVI.<:;'-'''VII
• VI --" .- - ,,I r-

exclusivity (e.g., patents, data) or exemption (e.g., disclosure).

.. 7
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Among others, a difference in treatment in this respect (such as

acceptance of liability in whole or in Dart by the Government or limiting

recovery under a type of no-fault plan or some form of exemption) would

have to be justified by a showing of likely greater vulnerability or greater

cost (insurance, investigation or other expense) for such drugs. Even if

these could be shown, it would further have to be demonstrated that the

difference constitutes an impediment of such magnitude or ~otential that it

serves to discourage industry from consideration of non-economic drugs,

with resultant public detriment. Relative to other industry disincentives,

professional or product liability or its implications would have to be

substantial. In effect, it would be necessary to find that, no matter what

other changes were made or incentives offered, the issue of liability

remains as a serious obstacle .

It is entirely reasonable to require a very grave justification, well

supported, since the solution would likely involve some form of government

participation, waiver or special consideration on behalf of manufacturers,

distributors and perhaps others. Any such advantage, whether through

Federal assumption of liability, sharing in insurance cost, indemnification

or tax write-off (to mention several options), would have to be reviewed in

light of general policy to assist particular groups deemed to be serving

the public interest. Inevitably, there would be the argument that such

action would invite similar requests for other special or worthy interests

in health or in other fields.

the public interest . Inevitably, t here wou tc De tne CH'~UIIICII" ""......... w ..

action would invite similar requests for other special or worthy interests

in health or in other fields.
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series of legal actions and appeals that may be encountered, to set a

precedent or example, may well undo any possible gain, because of time,

costs and publicity and general impact on problems of this type.

Administrative Problems

Assuming good grounds for providing special, perhaps unique, protection

for this class of drugs, two administrative problems arise:

(1) Defining the drug and its product family entitled to such protection,

and those associated with it who may enjoy any special legal

status or limited liability.

Problems of application, coverage or scope are bound to arise in

complex areas of alleged medico-legal fault or negligence and causal

relationships. These would be compounded when related entities of the

defined drug are implicated and where there are stages involving a number

of individuals between research and ultimate use. To whom and how far

protection may extend may pose especially difficult problems.

(2) Justifying and administering special courses of action or different

bases for recovery for injuries attributed to the defined drug.

bases for recovery for injuries attributed to the def1nea arug.
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warranted. Special liability treatment might be appropriate where the drug

sponsor or producer is a research center or a university which is concerned

solely with the development of various types of special drugs. Even in

such instances, however, the liability problem can be met, and usually is,

by provision for insurance premium or other type of coverage expense under

the grant or contract .

A third special consideration, however, might apply if all such drugs

were pooled either under federal or industry auspices . In other words, if

the drugs developed or marketed under this program were identified and

maintained as a separate pooled resource, then appropriate liability status

might result and coverage be accorded.

The Task Force, however, has made no such recommendation and, in fact,

contemplates that individual companies will be responsible for the develop-

ment and management of these drugs in standard fashion, except for the

requirements of reporting in accordance with the contract, subsidy, or

other assistance or incentive provided for their development and use.

The Task Force also considered the relevance and application of the

recommendations concerning compensation of injured research subjects. The

HEW Secretary's Task Force on the Compensation of Injured Research Subjects

concluded that there should be a compensation program for those injured in

HEW Secretary's Task Force on tne compensecron OT i n.jureu M:::>t::a, \011 ........"''''........

concluded that there should be a compensation program for those injured in
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Recommendations on Liability

In light of the relatively low priority of the liability problem

and the difficulties associated with providing general statutory protection

or some type of administrative exemption for significant drugs of small

commercial interest, it is the Task Force position that:

Liability protection should not be made generally available

by new federal statute or administrative action under current law,

but should be provided for particular situations, on a showing of

unusual liability potential, to individual sponsors who have under

taken development of significant drugs of limited commercial

value.

Any liability aid would be granted as part of an integrated plan of

assistance to a firm or sponsor under the program of incentives to

develop drugs of limited use.* This aid could consist of one or

more of the following elements:

(1) Federal assumption of all legal liability through purchase of

the drug and all rights and obligations, including explanation

of risks and benefits, labeling conditions and legal aspects,

under Federal tort or contract law.**

* Any application for liability aid, as part of a total plan t o assistance
for a firm, would be subject to reconsideration and negotiation, at request
of applicant or the Government, based on actual experience compared with
original risk estimates. (See Section 5. Mebhanism ; C. 4. Reconsideration
and Appea1).

**This option is least likely to be sought since the liability issue is hardly
sufficient for surrender of ownership to the Government .

of applicant or the Government. Dasea on c1~I.UC11 CA... <:; I I ..... ~~ __.. . .. _. _ _

original risk estimates . (See Section 5. Mebhanism; C. 4. Reconsideration
and Appea1).

**This option is least likely to be sought since the liability issue is hardly
sufficient for surrender of ownership to the Government.

.-'
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essential work in the public interest would not otherwise be performed.

In general, the government has sole or specified rights to inventions,

products of research and development or publications which are supported

in whole or in part by Federal funds, staff, facilities or other resources.

Where these are shared or pooled, the Government may create a proportionate

or greater share to the participant or contributor in accordance with

established policy.

Patents

The use of this mechanism is generally regarded as beneficial to

the Government since it does not involve a further direct financial

contribution, may allow some rights to the Government, as negotiated,

and provides a significant incentive to the grantee which may yield

immediate or later financial return. Although, in general, such grants

are considered to be exceptions to the encouragement of competitive

activities (since patents wholly owned by the Federal Government are

freely available to all), it has also been argued that the grant of

another patent in this fashion actually stimulates or facilitates free

enterprise. So regarded, patents become a competitive rather than an

anti-competitive tool.

In the drug field, patents have generally been recognized as extremely

valuable assets, since it is well-understood that pharmaceutical firms

reap their greatest profits shortly after introduction of a successful

drug and thus during the time of original patent protection . The effective

and imaginative use of patent rights as an incentive has been amply

demonstrated. For example, such an approach was used in the case of

sodium valproate, a drug which was widely known but not available in the U.S.

reap tnel r grec1I.t:;:) I. pI V I ' .........._ . < ::»

drug and thus during the time of original patent protection. The effective

and imaginative use of patent rights as an incentive has been amply

demonstrated. For example, such an approach was used in the case of

sodium valproate, a drug which was widely known but not available in the U.S.
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Since, in general, the drug of small commercial value is unlikely

to be profitable, the allocation of the patent will not generally create

unjust enrichment or deprive the public of a recoupment of investment.

Restrictive use of patents for such drugs through retention in the

public domain would suggest that incentives of this type are not desirable

and may dampen the interest of potential producers who regard such

rights as integral aspects of participation. The strategic use of the

patent incentive appears appropriate, if available under Federal policy.

Protection of Marketing Excl usivi ty

Under the proposed Drug Regulation Reform Act being developed by

members of the Congress and under intended regulations announced by the

Food and Drug Administration, after a certain number of years of marketing

of a drug (the figure varies but is less than ten) another potential

manufacturer can obtain marketing approval for that drug by submitting

an abbreviated new drug application which need not contain animal and

clinical data to establish safety and effectiveness of the drug. Although

this is eminently sensible from the standpoint of the public in that

repetitive studies need not be performed when it has already been well

established that a drug is safe and effective, in the case of a drug of

little conmercial value such a policy might serve as a disincentive to

development of such a drug, since the original marketer may not have

recouped his investment in the few years of exclusivity that he has been

permi tted. Therefore, for such drugs it may be justifiable to extend
;

the time until acceptance by the FDA of an abbreviated new drug application~
I

permi tted. Therefore, for such drugs it may be jus tifi able to extend

the time until acceptance by the FDA of an abbreviated new drug application~
I

I
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I
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the decision-making process. There was agreement on three major points:

1. Determinations should be the responsibility of a board or

commission which would, by its composition, reflect the public

interest and represent all those directly concerned: government,

industry, heal th agencies, the scientific/medical conmuntty.

2. Such a board or commission should be free of political, partisan

or administrative influence to the greatest extent possible,

but assured of financial, scientific and managerial support.

3. In view of these considerations, the board or commission

should, at the outset, be located where it would have the

required resources, necessary advice and guidance, and relationships

wi thi n and outside Governmen t ,

Location and Structure

The location and line of administrative responsibility, the Task

Force agreed, should be determined on these principles: (a) neutral

environment, with due regard to accommodation of all pertinent interests;

(b) access to scientific, technical and administrative resources; (c)

adequate staff and ability to conduct independent studies and surveys;

(d) direct relationship to executives responsible for determinations

(direct or by delegation) under applicable statute; (e) relative freedom

from bureaucratic constraints, and (f) adequate funding for a reasonable

period.

Above all else, the board or commission should be accorded reasonable

au tonomy and the capaci ty to ac t wi th authori ty, even though determinati ons

period.

Above all else, the board or commission should be accorded reasonable

autonomy and the capacity to act with authority, even though determinations
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Establishment of the commission or board, even as proposed, by industry

or largely supported by company contributions poses problems of creating a

financial pool, suitable location and, frankly, appropriate insulation from

perceived influence. Reliance on industry for this purpose as well as for

managerial, scientific and other guidance might, in the view of some who

are equally concerned, endow pharmaceutical firms with potential ability to

direct or influence policy.

In some contrast, the Task Force considered the placement of the board

in a scientific agency or department such as the National Institutes of

Health or National Science Foundation. The former would have the advantage

of already acknowledged interest, experience in meeting many of these

problems (i.e., through the Cancer Chemotherapy Program and the grants and

contracts operations) and standing within the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare, along with the F.D.A. with which it would closely cooperate.

The National Science Foundation, although not part of DHEW, maintains close

relationships, can provide scientific resources and managerial talent,

while offering relative autonomy. These options clearly present some of

the significant benefits of federal support--research, administrative,

financial and legislative--but do not, as of this time, consist of lead

agencies with well defined dedication to the interests at issue.

Finally, a proposal that the board might be closely associated with

the new National Center for Drug Science to be established by the proposed

Finally, a proposal that the board might be closely associated with

the new National Center for Drug Science to be established by the proposed
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The authority of the board, its determinations and its needs would

also, at various stages, be reflected in legislation, regulation and proce

dural guidelines . These would be essential to assure a legal basis for

action, and for efficient as well as equitable management. It was the

strong conviction of the Task Force, however, that the board or commission

should not become a bureaucracy and itself add another obstacle to effec

tive drug development. The advisory board, whether composed of full time

or part-time members, must have the freedom and opportunity to act in

accordance with its mandate, and not be burdened with the customary require

ments of federal or large industrial officialdom. It was recognized that

the board's operations and activity would have to be reviewed; but the Task

Force expressed the hope that there might be a minimum of audit, reports

and accounting, yet that these be adequate and sufficient to assure responsi

ble management.

First Position and Evaluation

In view of the innovative character of the proposed board or commission,

coupled with its significant responsibility, it was generally agreed that

initially the board might best be placed within the Food and Drug Adminis

tration as advisor to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

through the Commissioner of Food and Drugs. This position would at once

provide scientific and administrative resources through a lead agency but

with direct access to the most appropriate decision-maker, the Secretary.

provide scientific and administrative resources through a lead agency but

with direct access to the most appropriate decision-maker, the Secretary.
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4. Incentives

The underlying rationale of this report is that heretofore unavailable

drugs will become available through appropriate incentives offered chiefly

by the federal government but also by industry and the professional commu

nity, with public endorsement and support through legislation and societal

recognition. In effect, a cooperative program is proposed to meet the

needs of selected patient groups within the resources and interest of

government, industry and other concerned groups.

The program contemplates that applications for aid in research,

production or distribution of drugs, based on the incentives, will be made

by:

a. commercial sponsors, such as pharmaceutical firms, consortia

or groups, or associations;

b. non-commercial sponsors, such as (1) voluntary health agencies,

(2) academic or research institutions or coalitions of such

institutions, established for this purpose or otherwise, (3)

individual researchers, scientists, physicians or groups, simi-

larly established for this purpose or otherwise, or (4) local or

individual researchers, scientists, physicians or groups, S1ml

larly established for this purpose or otherwise, or (4) local or
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In sum, the conditions for application for special incentive considera

tion are (1) presentation of a drug deemed significant but of small economic

value and (2) demonstration of ability and capacity, if incentives are

granted.

A. Principles

The following general principles govern the selection of the

particular incentives.

1. Team Effort: The program of drug development, incentive creation

and mechanism for providing assistance must be a team effort

involving the federal government, private industry, academic and

research community, medical practice and voluntary health agencies .

2. Multi-faceted approach:
.

Incentive combinations and flexibi11ty are

required since no single incentive will likely suffice.

3. Board Authority and Responsibility: The board, commission or unit

created or designated to administer the mechanism for special

incentive consideration and recommendatinn must have broad and

strong authority to negotiate and utilize the options best serving

the public interest in order to meet the responsibilities proposed

under this program.

strong authority to negotiate and utilize the options best servlng

the public interest in order to meet the responsibilities proposed

under this program.

. ..

. ..
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8. Administrative simplicity and flexibility: To assure maximum private

industry cooperation, administrative and managerial aspects

should be simple, minimal and non-bureaucratic, offering the

least potential for abuse or arbitrary action. Accordingly, to

the extent that this program may require financial, market, trade

secret and liability information, there must be full protection

against unauthorized disclosure and assurance of confidential ity. I i

9. Risk-Benefit ratios: Priority in the consideration and recommendation

of incentives must be given to drugs with greatest possibility of

approval under the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. Risk-

benefit ratios must be developed, considering such factors as

scientific and therapeutic validity, on the one hand, and disease

incidence, severity, and alternative therapy, on the other hand.

This approach will establish a sound basis for selection and

avoid any " politicization" of the approval process for drugs

under this program.

10. Competition: Incentives advancing the free competitive system must

be preferred but, where the public interest is best served

through consortia, patent exclusivity or other non-competitive

arrangements, they should be given favorable consideration.

I

I
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1. Administrative and organizational: relating to priority under

drug approval regulations; and structure or organization, such as

cooperative arrangements, consortia and contract relationships.

2. Financial and commercial: relating to Federal financial aid

through purchase, loan, grant, contract or service; and profit

aids, as through tax, patent or legal liability arrangements.

The latter category requires authorization or special appropria

tion under existing law or under new laws created for the specific

purpose of providing aid to promote availability of drugs of

limited economic value .

In addition, there would be the incentive, under either of these

categories or through cooperation without specific incentive aid, of:

3. Recognition: service awards and other public appreciation of

contribution.

Administrative and organizational

A. Special consideration -- Candidate drugs approved for soecial

incentive consideration under this program would have the advantage of

priority treatment under a regulation under current study by the Food and

A. Special consideration -- Candidate drugs approvea Tur' ~UC~lal

incentive consideration under this program would have the advantage of

priority treatment under a regulation under current study by the Food and
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this program, would provide legal and other assistance and intervention
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include but would not be limited to (1) voluntary consortia of (a) companies

or (b) research agencies and universities involving either domestic or

foreign firms or institutions, in order to share certain risk, cost, liability,

facilities, expertise and patent rights, and similar burdens or resources;

(2) contract or other arrangements between non-commercial and commercial

organizations, in order to share sponsorship, support and productive efforts

and resources under mutually advantageous conditions; (3) partnership,

sharing, exchange or staff assignment relationships among commercial, non

commercial and public organizations whether federal, state or local under

existing legislation, in order to provide the respective expertise, scientific

and commercial economies and advantages of such management; (4) exchange of

rights of ownership of patents, licenses or other assets, on a limited

basis, in order to share or obtain resources for a specified period.

All such or similar arrangements would be subject to approval as permissi

ble under pertinent federal or state statutes or international agreement as

not conflicting with any law or policy relating to competition, trade,

protection of rights or disclosure of information. The Department of

I
!
/
I ,/ with appropriate pub1 ic agencies to effect or obtain approval for arrangements

~, . deemed to serve the public interest.

~ deemed to serve the public interest.
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The Task Force recommends that legislation for this incentive establish

a revolving fund with periodic support of public and private dollars or

credit to cover losses through reduced interest, delayed payments, loan

forgiveness or inflation effects. There is ample precedent for federally

created and subsidized loan funds (international monetary fund, international

reconstruction and development, federal housing) employed to stimulate

programs of major public interest.

The loan arrangements possible under this incentive might permit a

commercial firm to accept a project calling for initial research and

development outlays that would not be feasible without special terms.

To illustrate: a loan to cover the initial research and development

cost of $8,000,000 for a drug of modest commercial value which could yield

an average gross profit of 10 percent per year, could be amortized at ten

percent interest in about 22 years. (See Table I.)

Thus, with a federal loan program, drug firms requiring such reason-

able opportunity and assistance to proceed, with other assurances such as

acceleration, deceleration, or partial forgiveness, could undertake critical

service in the public interest. Although, in general, loans may not be

major inducements or be justified for large firms, even those firms may

have to take advantage of this option for projects of low profitability or

major inducements or be justified for large firms, even tnose Tlrms may

have to take advantage of this option for projects of low profitability or
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D. Contract--The contract, usually let on the basis of competitive

bid, is the simplest and generally most easily employed form of assistance.

As its name implies , it is a negotiated agreement under which the sponsor,

replying to a proposal offered by the government. subscribes to the

terms and conditions for delivery of specified service or product. The

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has ample contract authority

under several s ta tu tes to effect such agreemen ts , As the program rna tures,

the Department will require appropriations to cover the cost of such

contracts, and may also consider it appropriate to obtain specific

statutory authori ty for the type of contract deemed sui table.

Elements which could be incorporated into negotiated contracts

include but are not limited to: (a) cost-sharing or joint-venture

arrangements wi th other sponsors or the government, (b) automatic payback

for drugs which prove to be profitable or for which no further financial

incentive is needed, (c) patent arrangements (See H., below) and (d)

cost pass-through subsidy.

The cost pass-through option (d, above) would be attractive to non-

commercial organizations, such as voluntary health agencies. They could

purchase, at cost, alone or with other private or public funds, specific

drugs from a manufacturer so as to subsidize research or development.

Thus, the drug could be sold to patients at an affordable price and the

manufacturer could be assured of at least partial support. This approach

would give high visibility to voluntary health agencies and should

enhance their ability to raise additional funds. It would serve as an

ideal mechanism for those who stand to gain most from drug development

to contribute directly toward such efforts.

would give high visibility to voluntary health agencies and snoulo

enhance their ability to raise additional funds. It would serve as an

ideal mechanism for those who stand to gain most from drug development

to contribute directly toward such efforts.

. . ,,:'
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matching of funds through creation of a fund for the purpose of financing

research, development or distribution leading to production of significant

drugs of limited commercial value. Money or credit, undesignated or

designated for specific purposes or drug groups, would be contributed by

industry, health agencies, and philanthropic organizations to such a

fund (which would have to be created by statute, if federal funds were

also joined or matched). Contribution of public money would encourage

donations to such a fund by private sources . In effect, like a revolving

fund for loans, this fund would provide direct subsidy, subject to

recovery where feasible.

Applications for fund aid would be considered by a special advisory

committee or a subcommittee of the board established to operate the

program (Section 5, Mechanism).

G. Tax Incentives--The Federal income tax laws are often used to

encourage investment in enterprises deemed to have substantial public

interest and advantage to the general economy. Thus, provision might be

made for special tax treatment of funds invested or profits realized in

research, development, distribution or sale of significant drugs of

limited commercial value.

The Task Force notes certain possibilities from such an approach

which suggest that tax incentives be carefully defined and limited to

preclude windfall profits; avoid fraud, waste or expensive methods; and,

principally, to severely restrict such an incentive to properly qualified

sponsors and activities. Otherwise, this attractive option will become

p rec tuce wmcr e r r fJlU111.:>, UYV'u ,.~__ , " < _

principally, to severely restrict such an incentive to properly qualified

sponsors and activities. Otherwise, this attractive option will become

1

1
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flu legislations would require a specific law. Such legislation does

not seem warranted for the relatively small risk and small population

group at risk for whom these drugs would be provided.

J. Recogni tion--Along with any other incentive and, in a sense,

the most significant and most meaningful award, must be public recognition

for the efforts of any commercial or non-commercial organization on

behalf of this program. There are many creative ways to credit deserving

sponsors for outstanding or unusual work and dedication.

These might include ceremonies explaining their achievement and

their response to need; visible awards or citations to firms and employees;

or participation in certain governmental activity such as board memberships

or eligibility for specified positions; or permission to cite such

recognition in advertising or promotion. In general, the serious and

appropriate recognition which may be accorded must be viewed as a genuine

and significant incentive whi ch, by itself, can stimulate participation.

c. Summa ti on

Incentives are the foundation of this voluntary system to achieve

availability of drugs of limited commercial interest. This approachs

the Task Force urges s should be tried before any imposition or sanction

is ccnsidered, even for this important social purpose. But the voluntary

method will succeed only with dedicated cooperation on the part of all

concerned. This program should be considered as part of a larger, more

comprehensive effort to improve the national drug reservoir which is

filled by industrys research and academic sources and public agencies.

concerned. Ih1S program ShOU ld oe conslderea as part or a larger, more

comprehensive effort to improve the national drug reservoir which is

filled by industrys research and academic sources and public agencies.
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government, industry, professions, public and recognized special interests,

e.g ., organizations for research or care of persons with rare or untreated

disease. The membership should be large enough to include needed disciplines

or experience in law, economics, administration as well as the medical,

scientific and public policy interests. A small expert and technical

staff as well as support personnel (which may be relatively large) would

be required, subject to and provided by the organization responsible for

the board. No new statute is needed.

The board should be placed under the Secretary of the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare but located in and serviced by the Food

and Drug Administration. The advice and support of other federal agencies,

private and non-profit interests and consumer groups, should be provided

to the Secretary in selection of members for assurance of independent

action. Similarly, such advice should thereafter be available to the

board and the FDA .

This board would have to be advisory to the appropriate decision-

maker. the Secretary of HEW, since its opinions or determinations would

affect public actions, funds and policy. Under present law, it appears

that only the Secretary of HEW, or the FDA Commissioner in certain

respects, can so act on behalf of the Government.

As an advisory body it can be fully representative of public and

private interests and necessary specialties. This size also permits

subdivisions for specific tasks and part-time rather than full time

subdivisions for specific tasks and part-time rather than full time
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C. Concept and Procedure

The core of the program for which this mechanism is proposed,

consists of: (a) encouraging and requesting members of the pharmaceutical

or heal th aid industry to develop drugs on an individual, partnership or

consortium basis. (b) recommending incentive aid as stipulated by statute

or regulation and (c) reviewing progress.

1. Informa ti on

The board will by notice and regulation announce the availability

of the program of incentives to encourage production of significant

drugs of limited commercial value. It would issue rules for approval of

candidate drugs on application from any of the defined sources.
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The board1s first task therefore would be to encourage voluntary

industry action as a matter of public interest. with due recognition for

such participation. The board would as soon as feasible advertise broadly

and selectively. i.e., to the firm or firms most directly interested.

for applications leading to required development. production. distribution

or other action to achieve availability of specific drugs. Similar and

parallel promotion would be undertaken cooperatively by and with industry.

professions and others.

3. Consideration of Applications

The board would 'consider. within the shortest possible tim~, applications

for incentives under this program to reach an approved agreement under

3. Consideration ot APPI1CdI.IUII::>

The board would 'consider. within the shortest possible tim~. applications

for incentives under this program to reach an approved agreement under
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will be considered. However, before such date, new agreements may be

developed, based on amended applications or requests by the government

for reconsideration.

The board1s advisory agreement would be considered final when

approved by the Secretary or designee. It would then be converted into

a contract stipulating the work to be done by the qualified sponsor(s)

for the approved incentives and the terms of performance, e.g., time,

facilities to be used, approvals required, progress and fiscal reports,

delivery and other conditions.

4. Reconsideration and Appeal

The Secretary, on request of a party to a negotiated agreement, may

review the terms and, with the concurrence of the board, amend the

agreement because of: (a) serious error in calculation or projection

during negotiation; (b) unanticipated contingency or condition likely to

result in unexpected profit loss; (c) change in circumstances affecting

need for the drug, or (d) change in circumstance of sponsor, i.e.,

dissolution, merger, sale or other change precluding continuation of

agreement. Unless reconsideration or appeal is timely requested, the

sponsor would be obligated to meet the terms of agreement, with standard

penal ty for nonperformance.

5. Review and Surveillance

To assure proper and effective performance, the board would be

authorized to establish simple review, audit, inspection and reporting

To assure proper and effective performance, the board would be

authorized to establish simple review, audit, inspection and reporting
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E. Implementation

1. Legislation

This program may be implemented immediately despite the fact that

without new legislation the incentives that can be offered are limited.

To broaden the incentives, statutory provisions will have to be enacted.

These include: (a) authorization for loans; (b) amendment of the Internal

Revenue Laws to provide tax advantage (allowances, depreciation, deductions)

for costs and expenses incurred in participating under a negotiated

agreement; (c) amendment to patent laws to allow exclusive or modified

patents or licenses, with exemptions from Federal rights, for five or

ten years ; (d) amendment to anti-trust laws to permit limited exchange

of data,'pooling and other collaboration to meet terms of a negotiated

agreement; (e) amendment to FDA law to provide grants and contract

authority where not now available. In addition the Congress· proposed

National Center for Drug Science would have grant authority for support

of research and development of drugs for uncommon diseases.

Other incentives which may be proposed may require additional

statutory authority. The principal Congressional action, however, could

be for additional appropriations to HEW to adequately support the program.

2. Regulations

Four regulations under present statute are sufficient to initiate

this program: (1) explanation of the program and establishment of the

board* to conduct the program; (2) listing of incentives such as

* An independent body would require statutory authorization .

'-\A' , ....'::1 .... _"" • ...,•• - _ • • _ ...... ,.. ._-_ . . - - - . - . - - -

this program: (1) explanation of the program and establishment of the

board* to conduct the program; (2) listing of incentives such as

* An independent body would require statutory authorization.



TABLE I

FORM.JLA FOR A DRUG OF MODEST CQtVMERCIAL VALUE WI11i ESTlMA.TED YEARLY INCREASE

IN GROSS PROFITS OF 10%

INITIAL R&D COST $8,000,000

DEBT SERVICE lOt/YR.

I A'-1ORTIZATI(J>J FORMlLA APPLIED 25% OF NET PROFITS/YR.,
.'

I - GROSS DEBT NET 25% OF NET REt-'AINING
PROFIT SERVICE COST PROFIT PROFIT BALANCE

. 1

" 700,000 800,000 000,000) 0 8,100,000

770,000 810,000 ( 40,000) 0 8,140,000

847,000 814,000 33,000 8,250 8,131,750

931,700 813,175 118,525 29,631 8,102,119

1,024,874 810,212 214,658 53,664 8,048,1.;55

1,127,357 804,845 322,512 80,628 7,967,827

1,240,093 796,782 443,310 110,828 7,856,994

1,364,102 785,699 578,403 144,601 7,712,393

1,500,512 771,239 729,273 182,318 7,530,075

1,650,563 753,007 897,556 224,389 7,305,586

1,815,619 730,569 1,085,050 271,262 7,034,424

1,997,181 703,442 1,293,739 323,435 7,671,099

2,196,899 767,110 1,429,789 357,447 7,313,652

2,416,589 731,365 1,685,224 421,306 6,892,3l.fO

2,658,248 689,234 1,969,014 492,253 6,400,093
~

~--: 2,924,073 640,009 2,284,064 571,016 5,829,077

3,216,480 582,907 2,633,573 658,393 5,170,684

,. 3,538,128 517,068 3,021,060 755,265 4,415,419

3,891,941 441,542 3,450,399 862,600 3,552,819

4,281,135 355,282 3,925,853 981,463 2,571,356

4,709,249 257,136 4,452,113 1,113,028 1,458,328

5,180,174 145,833 5,034,341 1,258,585 199,743

5,698,191 19,974 5,678,217 1,419,554 0 " ',..
/ . ;; I '1(1 X

,. 3,538,128 517,068 3,021,060 755,2b5 If,lf.l.~,'+J.'j

3,891,941 441,542 3,450,399 862,600 3,552,819

4,281,135 355,282 3,925,853 981,463 2,571,356

4,709,249 257,136 4,452,113 1,113,028 1,458,328

5,180,174 145,833 5,034,341 1,258,585 199,743

5,698,191 19,974 5,678,217 1,419,554 0 "..
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